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(Disinter)mediation 
 

 

First Quarter 2020:   

Shrunken travel intermediaries worry about disintermediation as frustrated travelers spend endless 
hours trying to cancel trips and obtain refunds for pre-payments held by intermediaries who are 
dependent upon the pre-payments (e.g., in2019, a reported $5B for Expedia, $1.6B for Booking).   
 
Cancellation risk is evaluated under intermediary form agreements that don’t adequately address these 
circumstances and is much more difficult with package bookings involving multiple travel companies.  
 
Call center reductions and overloads lead to unsatisfying technology alternatives, such as chat bots and 
live chat, and refund inquiries passed from the intermediaries holding the guests’ prepayments to unpaid 
travel companies and back again, increasing customer dissatisfaction.   
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Intermediaries refocus, restart, reset, restructure, retrench, reorganize and retreat.  Some intermediaries 
focus on variable costs, reducing keyword purchases with search, metasearch and travel search sites as 
new revenues disappear and prepayments are refunded. Other intermediaries focus on customer service, 
often at increased expense, and report more stable outcomes.  
 
Google’s role in the travel funnel, vertical search and CPA model shift remain hot topics, along with 
connected trips and richer content offerings.  Intermediaries consolidate their own complex channels, 
and questions grow about consolidation among intermediaries, even as Sabre and Farelogix had to 
terminate their acquisition agreement due to governmental objections.  
 

Customer Service: 
 

• Trip.com: In the past quarter, our first priority was to provide maximum protection for our 
customers. Between January and April, the company extended coverage and scope of cancellation 
provisions multiple times in response to the global development of coronavirus, to the greatest 
extent possible, securing refunds for travelers. Our direct expense related to the customer 
refunds topped RMB1.2 billion at first quarter. In addition, Trip.com launched COVID-19 
international travelers guide to help customers navigate the travel restrictions and access the 
latest refund and cancellation policies. As a result of all our efforts, our NPS score reached a new 
high in Q1, demonstrating customer satisfaction and confidence in our service quality. We believe 
the accumulated customer goodwill translates into long-term loyalty and increasing lifetime 
value. [James Liang] Throughout the crisis, we are extremely proud of our employees for their 
exceptional hard work to protect our customers' interest. At the beginning of the outbreak in 
China, our service, product and technology team all pooled in together and worked overnight to 
respond promptly to customers' cancellation and refund requests which came in more than 10x of 
regular volume. [Jane Sun] 

 
• Expedia: [W]e haven’t done an exceptional job of retaining our customers and giving them 

reasons to want to come back directly to us, directly to our app, et cetera.  [Peter Kern] 
 

• Expedia: [W]e had levels of cancellations that were many multiples of our highest cancellation 
levels on any day ever experienced. [O]ur teams on the technology side did a great job of helping 
to solve that and quickly put in place a number of cancellation tools, self-cancel tools. We 
deployed our voice platform more widely and really helped a lot of people took the burden off of 
our customer service representatives, and frankly, installed, in a very short time, a lot of great 
work that will pay huge dividends down the road for us. We were not perfect. We certainly 
learned a lot from this. I don’t think any company could have been prepared for this. And it is 
frustrating that we could not make every customer perfectly happy or service everybody at the 
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speeds we wanted. But I think we learned a lot and we will be in much, much better shape for the 
future. And as I say, we will reap a lot of benefit from what was done. [Peter Kern] 

 
• Expedia:  We are also accelerating progress on vertical agent and self-service tools to make 

customer service more efficient…. [W]e started the journey of using more technology to help 
solve questions from customers…. We are seeing great returns from that and customers really 
love it as well. Our NPS scores, when they engage with those tools, are quite positive too. [Eric 
Hart] 

 
• Expedia:  Both Eric and I have talked about the opportunity to make the service side more 

seamless to improve the customer experience. Some of that is our own fault. Some of that has to 
do with how we interact with partners. [Peter Kern] 

 
• Booking Holdings: [T]he vast majority of our employees are now working from home, including 

our customer service teams, which is no small accomplishment considering the technology 
requirements and the huge increase in change requests and cancellations that we experienced. 
It's very important for us as we come out as optimize to make sure that we're doing everything 
we can to become a better competitor in the U.S. We've talked in the past that we believe we 
under-index in the U.S., and that is something that is important to counter and be able to do. One 
of the things that we believe is providing a better overall value proposition to the customers. It's 
also as we talked in the past and making our customers more -- or potential customers aware of 
this better value proposition. [Glen Fogel] 

 
• Booking Holdings: [T]hat goes through the connected trip that we've talked about in the past. 

Now importantly, we think that we'll be able to buy something different and better to the 
consumer. [T]he connected trip will still be going forward because we do believe, and we are 
seeing -- we're seeing data before COVID that was indicating we're going in the right way. The 
merchant platform will be very important, and that's why we do believe it's unimportant is to 
continue to invest in our payments product and get that out because, as you point out, providing 
value, providing the right price, putting it together through that connected trip. That's one of the 
things we've talked about a lot. We still believe this is a great thing for consumers, really being 
able to put together different packages in a way. So paying one way and clearly, one of the things, 
too, is us having more control over the cash makes it much easier if a refund is needed to be 
doing it from one thing instead of a customer having to deal with refunds from their air, from 
their hotel, from their car, maybe other things that are -- attractions. They did all different people 
they talked to try and get refund from. By doing in one package connected trip with us through 
our merchant payment platform, we'll be able to give much better value, both in the time when 
they buy it and even if they have to deal with getting a refund. [Glen Fogel] 
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Cancellation Risk / Booking Behavior Change: 
 

• Sabre:  Travel Network bookings were down 45%. We report bookings on a net basis, which 
means net of cancellations. Remember that about half of our cancellation risk is offset by 
reductions in incentive payments. [Doug Barnett] 

 
• Fliggy / Alibaba:  In accordance with government regulations, Fliggy provided unconditional and 

penalty-free cancellations to our customers.” [Yong Zhang] 
 

• Expedia: Costs of revenues grew 28% to a higher provision for bad debt related to future 
collection risk from the impact of COVID-19 on customers…. [F]ree cash flow was negative $1 
billion in Q1, primarily due to the use of cash for working capital. The working capital charge 
largely related to lower merchant account payables from the significant stayed room night decline 
late in the quarter and an increase in prepaid assets, including deposits to fund future refunds. As 
travel begins to recover on booking trends rebound further, we expect to see immediate cash 
flow benefits from the merchant model, even with new booking levels well below 2019. [Eric 
Hart] 

 
• Booking Holdings: The large reductions in our deferred merchant bookings… was driven by both 

lower bookings and customer refunds. We've also observed a meaningful change in 
Booking.com's customer booking behavior. In April, their customers mainly booked either very 
close to stay or several months out. The combined mix of both very short booking and bookings 
for over 2 months' time is twice the normal amount. This booking behavior change has also been 
accompanied by an increase in mobile bookings, particularly in our app, helping drive a higher mix 
of direct bookings, and we'll continue to focus on providing our customers with a great app 
experience. In terms of the shift towards app, first of all, I'll just caveat, as I said before, anything 
that we talk about in terms of April when we're running at kind of 10% to 15% of our normal 
volumes, you have to take and qualify through that lens and try not to draw too big a trend from 
it. We'll continue to try and emphasize the app as we come first because we want to make sure 
that we drive more direct business and of course to the app, is one of the strongest ways to drive 
direct business. [Glen Fogel] 

 
• Booking Holdings:  We have customers who have purchased reservations far in the future 

perhaps, that were nonrefundable. And then there was a case of a pandemic and is a force 
majeure situation. We have a situation where the customer says, well, I can't travel because the 
government has said that you cannot travel there and we have hoteliers who are saying, wait, I 
can't refund everybody, I may have even spent the money here, and it's a difficult situation. So we 
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always believe in trying to do what is best for the customers, and our contracts with our hoteliers 
is completely set up for this exact situation…. [I]n a situation like this, the hotel should refund the 
customer. So what we'll do is we will provide monies to the customer and recover from the hotel. 
Many of these hotels are closed right now. There's nobody actually there to have discussions 
with. We hope to get a significant portion over, but we don't know yet if you're not talking with 
the people. We always want to come up with a good relationship with hotels. So as they reopen, 
as things start again, we want to do this in the best way possible. [Glen Fogel] 

 
• Trivago:  [T]here's less appetite for taking on the risk of cancellations. So, in a CPC auction, you 

might end up with referrals that are less valuable than you thought as cancellation rates might go 
up. I think there's awareness now in the market that there should be a risk premium for that. And 
at this point, we don't know, nobody knows if we see a second wave or not and what a click or 
referral you're buying is worth in the end.  [Matthias Tillmann] 

 
Domestic, short-haul road travel: 
 

• Trip.com: Given the level of uncertainties outside of China, we will focus our attention on China's 
domestic business in the near term. So far, we have seen recovery coming back fastest in the 
short-haul segment and lower-tier cities due to travel restrictions' impact to customer confidence, 
which disproportionately affect top-tier cities. As of recently, reservations for short-haul travel 
bookings have almost fully recovered compared to last year as more and more regions lift travel 
restrictions. Long-haul business and leisure travel demands are gradually increasing as well. 
Recently, new reservation for domestic hotel and air have rebounded to more than 70% of 
previous level. It is worth noting that more than half the presales in the past months or so have 
been concentrated in high-star hotel products. our team is working very hard to develop products 
that can satisfy the high-end customers' need because this year, they will not be able to go abroad 
as they do every year. So we would like to capitalize this demand and convert it in domestic 
demand for high-end product and long-haul product. [Jane Sun] 

 
• Sabre:  We suspect leisure travel will return more quickly than corporate travel as companies 

carefully consider their duty of care to employees, and as leisure travelers are tempted by lower 
fares and room rates. Travelers may stay closer to their home market, where they better 
understand the health risks. The North American market may remain the most stable given its 
relative pre-crisis strength…. [Sean Menke] 

 
• TripAdvisor:  We have all the content we need in every country to help folks have a great local 

trip. So we just think it's easy for us to market destinations that we already cover very, very well 
to more of a - with more of a local audience. And initially, it will be drive trips, but I think the big 
delineation is just going to be domestic versus international. We already have all of that 
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information, and we hope to be one of, if not, the most accurate source for wonderful things to 
do in each of the countries in which we serve. [Stephen Kaufer] 

 
• Trivago: [I]f you take Germany as an example, you should see very, very strong interest in the 

coastal destinations and in the mountains. And you pretty much see no interest in the 
metropolitan area. So it's really from crowded areas to basically completely noncrowded, very 
remote areas. But it should be driving distance, so that you don't have to worry about flight 
schedules. [T]he majority of the travel on our site, quite significant majority is domestic. And in 
Europe, domestic, I would classify as the Schengen area, so to make it comparable to the U.S. And 
the majority of the travel is within driving distance or possible to drive. [Axel Hefer] 

 
Leisure Travel: 
 

• Trip.com: For leisure travel demand, as I have shared many times, the only ever-green and ever-
growing industries are the ones that fulfill people's spiritual needs rather than materialistic needs. 
[James Liang] 

 
• TripAdvisor:  Travel will return. It is accepted as a fundamental human right in so many parts of 

the world. We believe our core strategy to help guide travelers on trips that really matter to them 
is not only compelling and differentiated but even more essential in times like this, where 
travelers have high anxiety and uncertainty. As many others have pointed out, probably trips will 
move towards more domestic travel than international, which works very well for us because our 
business is not centered around a dozen top cities. Our business is centered around everywhere a 
traveler is interested in going. So we have great content, great choice. [Stephen Kaufer] 

 
• Sabre:  70% of our bookings come through the TMCs, 30% comes from the OTAs. And obviously, 

most of the OTA stuff is going to be leisure and majority of the TMCs is going to be business-
related travel. [Doug Barnett] 

New Partnerships: 
 

• Trip.com and IHG: InterContinental Hotels Group also launched inaugural flagship stores on our 
platform. At this collaboration, the 2 companies agreed to a membership matching program that 
recognize each other's membership benefits, which will be providing our customers with the best 
interests as well as the collaboration for our partners. [Jane Sun] 

 
• Trip.com and TripAdvisor: [TripAdvisor is] excited about that relationship, excited about the 

opportunity that we have together. The joint venture in China that we're working on together 
now has moved through its transition phase and is now implementing the strategy for the 
business. There are some regulatory approvals that are still required before we get there. But we 
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continue to have a strong relationship with Ctrip and are excited about the partnership that we've 
forged. [Ernst Teunissen] [W]e did, a year back, look at our China offering and said, "We're not 
going to be able to do this alone." So we put it into the JV, which does effectively take it off of our 
books. And to the extent as the junior JV partner, Ctrip or Trip.com, can use all of our content 
information to help Chinese travelers, that's clearly a win for us, and it's clearly a win for Trip.com. 
So kind of on my checklist, that's a great, done, already achieved the streamlining that I think 
you're alluding to. [Stephen Kaufer] 

 
• Sabre and Google:  Our partnership with Google is off to a great start, and I couldn’t be happier 

with the collaboration so far. We are already executing on the innovation framework we have in 
place with Google. Sabre [will] provide availability data APIs for consumption by Google’s flight 
search products. [T]here were commercial opportunities that what I would consider to be the 
low-hanging fruit that we could begin to execute. [W]e are still proceeding with our technology 
transformation and transition to Google Cloud. [Sean Menke] It’s small in size, but it’s the first 
step of several that we’re trying to work through with Google. So, we’re pretty happy about the 
progress with them in the early stages of the relationship. [Dave Shirk] 

 
• Sabre and Accor:  We are delaying our billing system upgrade and our full-service property 

management system in partnership with Accor, primarily due to Accor’s furlough of 75% of their 
workforce. [Sean Menke] 

 
• Sabre and Agencies:  We continue to advance NDC-related projects with our current set of 

actively engaged airline, agency and corporate partners. We have made progress and reached 
important milestones over the last several months. However, certain incremental investments in 
NDC have been slowed down as many of our customers redirect their focus on financial and 
operational priorities. Each one of these projects is important to Sabre’s future, and we expect to 
return to them after we have a better insight on industry wide recovery. [Sean Menke] 

 
Multiple Channels / Centralization / Reorganization: 
 

• Trip.com:  We have different brands to cover different segments and penetrate into different 
tiers of the cities and the provinces. Ctrip brand is known for high quality for business travelers 
and high end of the products. So with the limitation of the outbound business, this brand will be 
fully innovative to make sure we capitalize on the recovery of the business travelers as well as the 
international demand, which is being converted into the high end of the product into China. [Jane 
Sun] 

 
• Booking Holdings:   We are in the process of assessing the cost structure of our entire company in 

helping plans to align it with expected market demand. We recently completed a strategic 
evaluation on OpenTable and KAYAK, announcing last week a series of actions to reduce operating 
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costs. Unfortunately, this included the decision to lay off and furlough some employees. As a 
principle during this crisis, we have not reached first for employee reductions to lower costs. But 
after making adjustments in other operating expense areas, we made the tough decision to 
ensure the size and scope of our business is proportionate to the new realities of the travel 
market. We are now working with the other brands to examine their cost structures, and we will 
be thoughtful and deliberate in our evaluations. [Glen Fogel] We need to resize and reshape 
teams to adapt to what travel will look like in the future, and this means that we have taken the 
very difficult decision to reduce our existing team by 1,500 employees. [John Brown] 

 
• Expedia:  We are entirely internally focused right now…. I also think we have not done our job on 

a couple of fronts. One is, as I mentioned, as our own brands competed, whether that’s broadly or 
locally, we were creating our own dynamics in the marketplace, but I think we probably never 
fully understood. We are now an integrated marketing team…. Expedia, I would argue, probably 
hasn’t benefited as much as it could have from being a full-service OTA. In fact, in the minds of 
many consumers, whether you are just looking for a hotel, they might look at Expedia bookings, 
hotels.com, Travelocity as all quite similar opportunities. I think over the long-term, being really 
the only folks who took on full-service OTA as a real undertaking and have kept to it and there’s a 
lot of hairy stuff that goes on in providing all those services, give brand Expedia a strong consumer 
proposition in the market place, might it be a little slower, because the air part doesn’t comeback, 
instead of maybe. [Peter Kern] 

 
• Expedia:  Our new segments are, retail, which includes our consumer-facing brands, B2B, which 

includes Expedia Partner Solutions and Egencia, trivago and corporate. [Michael Senno]  
 

• Expedia: [W]e set up on this journey late last year in trying to simplify and reorganize the 
company to be as effective as possible. You will remember that this was a plan that went across 
the waterfront. It was people, real estate licenses, you name it. We were looking at every part of 
the business. we were reorganizing our retail group. This is the next stage in our simplification. It’s 
a big step for us. You all know that, we have operated as brands for a long time. And beginning 
last week, we are operating as one retail facing organization. We will have a marketing group that 
is focused entirely on marketing the whole suite of brands in the most effective way possible all 
over the globe and we have a product and tech group on retail, which is focused entirely on 
building the best products, the best consumer interfaces and the best tools for our consumers 
that can be marketed down through the retail group. And we think that our marketing teams will 
have a great opportunity to stop competing with each other and start optimizing for the group of 
brands instead of -- for a single brand against another. [W]e have changed our segment reporting 
to reflect that our real view of things today is that there’s consumer facing retail business, there’s 
a B2B-facing business and then there’s the platform and the corporate organization that serves all 
of that. [Peter Kern] 
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• TripAdvisor:  We have a fully centralized B2C organization at TripAdvisor now [following app. 25% 
workforce reduction] that kind of follows or as an extension on the One TripAdvisor vision…. The 
key element to that is truly helping the traveler plan all of the things that they need for this 
considered trip. So instead of or in comparison to someone first shopping for hotel and then 
maybe shopping for an experience later, we really are aiming to have our travelers plan the entire 
trip with us no matter which category they happen to start in. [We have] great positioning with 
respect to or in comparison to a search engine like Google or someone that just sells an airline 
flight or a hotel, and leverages very much the brand trust that people have in us in TripAdvisor to 
guide them through that whole journey. [TripAdvisor is indifferent whether travelers] convert by 
booking that experience or booking that hotel on our site or booking that hotel by clicking off to a 
Booking or an Expedia or Marriott or a Hilton…. [Stephen Kaufer] 

 
Keyword advertising / Performance Marketing / Variable Costs: 
 

• Meituan:  The number of hotel room nights dropped 46%, but ad spending on bookings only 
dropped 8%. 

 
• Expedia:  You have heard a lot of conversation about direct customer relationships. It’s a nice 

thing to say. We believe in it. But this is more than just an emphasis point. This is about building 
better products, doing better brand and direct marketing, better merchandising, which has not 
been a great strength of ours. [We are] using the data we have, which again had never been 
pulled together as a company and has only been together for the last few months…. Google and 
other performance marketing channels have tried to dis-intermediate us and we have made some 
not terribly smart choices along the way. [A]s we wave back into the marketplace to be much 
more disciplined to only chase real growth, real valuable growth, healthy growth and not be stuck 
chasing performance marketing and entering into dis-economic auctions. [W]hile we don’t have 
the volumes to test it right now, we do have an opportunity of an entire reset, because we have 
essentially gone to virtually no marketing. And as we weigh back in, we are able to be more 
precise, be more constrained, watch and learn and grow into it and not just dive back in head first 
and spend back to the levels we were at. [Peter Kern] 

 
• Trivago: [W]e immediately pulled back on performance marketing channels, obviously when 

volumes dropped and shifted TV budgets into the second half and into next year. We got some 
indications that we might benefit from reducing our bids in performance channels. Obviously, it's 
a special situation because now it's at zero, and it's like a reset. [Matthias Tillmann] 

 
• Trivago:  [I]n addition to offering tools that are addressing the existing uncertainty like CPA 

bidding, we are taking or have taken live display advertisement and sponsored listings, both 
products that are delivering a different value to our advertisers than the existing CPC-based 
product and that we think will be very important to compensate or overcompensate potential 
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weakness in the auction for the next months to come. The CPA model is basically a service to our 
advertisers that allows us basically to reengage with many, many advertisers sooner rather than 
later. We don't think that the CPA structurally has lower take rates than a CPC-based model. It's 
more a tool and a service that is particularly valuable for smaller advertisers that are having 
access to less data anyhow, and then in the current situation access to a lot less data and just 
benefit from us aggregating the data and then bidding on their behalf and also sharing the risk. On 
the CPA, we do believe that it is a lot more relevant in the recovery phase, … because there is 
more uncertainty, less data and more risk structurally. And that will become less relevant once we 
are at whatever steady state means in the future because it will be easier to predict cancellation 
rates, conversion rates, and there will be, generally speaking, more data available. Having said 
that, it is not something new. So in particular, smaller and smallest advertisers, individual hotels 
to the extremes have for a very long time asked for this format. So we are basically now have just 
reprioritized the development and brought it forward because now it becomes relevant for a very 
sizable part of our advertiser base. [Axel Hefer] 

 
• TripAdvisor:  TripAdvisor has removed pretty much all of its discretionary costs in direct 

proportion to reductions in revenue, as well as significant other cost reductions. [S]ubscriptions 
[are] holding up better than the auction. Subscriptions, obviously, are longer-dated terms, often 1 
year terms. There are renewals coming up, which might be under pressure. But overall, that 
revenue stream has held up better than the auction revenue stream. We've been helpful to some 
partners by pushing out some payments. But in terms of the actual revenue, we're expecting a 
more limited impact to that compared to the auction. [Ernst Teunissen] 

 
Looking forward: 
 

• Trip.com:  Where hotels and attractions have idle and perishable inventory, we're able to link 
them up with the increased demand from our consumers. So at a very de minimis incremental 
costs, we're able to bring demand to us, which is tremendous for them to gradually reach the 
breakeven point. So we are very -- working very hard to make sure we understand our ecosystem 
and stimulate the demand from our consumer side and bring them to our partners which have 
idle, perishable inventory. [Jane Sun] 

 
• Trip.com:  For take rate, I think it's very much a dynamic equation. So we allow all kinds of hotels 

to be on our platform and depending on how much inventory they have, how much demand they 
need. It's a dynamic balancing, so we enable them to use any kind of method. For example, 
certain hotel will say we use a step-up model, the more revenue you bring, the more commission 
you will get. Some other hotels will say, "Okay, we give you a fixed rate." So as the volume 
increases, the total amount of the revenue increases as well. We are very open-minded and work 
with our hotel partners in any kind of mechanism that they feel comfortable to support them. 
[Jane Sun] 
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• Trivago: [W]e need to be a smaller company. [Matthias Tillmann] 

 
• Trivago:  [W]e at trivago see this as an opportunity; an opportunity to focus our organization on 

our core and structurally reduce our cost base, an opportunity to improve our core meta product 
while adding a complementary and more inspirational, local, and sustainable travel product; an 
opportunity to diversify our revenues by adding new revenue streams such as display 
advertisement and sponsored listings; and an opportunity to set sustainable performance 
marketing levels going forward. So basically, we are slightly moving up in the travel funnel that is 
focused on local travel…; because of that, it is a trip that you can do a lot more often than, for 
example, a summer vacation. [Axel Hefer] 

 
• Trivago: [W]e anticipate that we and other providers of performance marketing will have more 

consolidated advertiser structure coming out of this. We believe that well-funded industry 
participants who can weather the crisis and/or resume operations faster are likely to take share 
away from smaller and medium-sized hotels. [Matthias Tillmann] [I]n a crisis like this, you have to 
assume that there will be more consolidation. [Axel Hefer] 

 
• Trivago:  Trends in QR and RPQR is a difficult question, because it doesn't make a ton of sense at 

looking at that now. But how we think about it going forward, QR is basically our volume 
component, and that should correlate with travel volumes coming back. RPQR is more the 
monetization piece. [W]e do expect pressure in the auction going forward. Super high level, I 
would expect that we do see an improvement in QR year-over-year trends first, and then RPQR 
will probably lag that. But to be honest, right now, it's not really an auction. And for RPQR to 
make sense and look at the monetization, … you need certain volumes and certain level of 
activity. [Matthias Tillman] 

 
• Expedia: [T]he delta between minus 85% and minus some other big percent is not really terribly 

telling. I think our first quarter numbers don’t mean a whole lot. And frankly, our numbers for a 
while won’t mean a whole lot. [Peter Kern] 

 
• Expedia:  We just have a lot we can do to continue to drive the business without the only idea 

being, how about we spend a little more in performance marketing. [K]nowing what your brands 
can drive themselves without performance [marketing] is an important part of this. So I think this 
low will give us more insight into that as we climb out. [W]e won’t be headlong into driving top 
line growth just for the hell of it. [A]s we get better and better at retaining customers and creating 
longer-term stickiness and lifetime value, we will have yet another approach to performance 
marketing as we think about how many customers we keep for the long-term. [Y]ou will judge us 
on whether we deliver it or not. [Peter Kern] 
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• Booking Holdings:  In regards to the supply relationships and the Great Recession as a model 
going forward, we were very pleased to see that -- and this is why we feel comfortable and 
confident to talk about how a deep recession can be helpful to distributors because in the past, 
the suppliers leaned in heavily into distributors who have demand for the obvious reason, that if 
you're a hotel and you're running 40% or 30% rate, you need to get that demand, and we're here 
to provide it to them. So that helps build that better relationship and I do think that's what you're 
going to see going forward. [Glen Fogel] 

 
• Expedia:  I do think there’s no reason to assume it won’t be similar to historic events and that 

suppliers, broadly defined, we will look to platforms like ours to drive as much volume as they can 
to fill up their planes and hotels and everything else. [Peter Kern] 

 
• TripAdvisor:  I'd say when looking at how I expect hotel chains and OTAs to play in our 

metasearch environment or any metasearch environment, I'm simply going off of prior 
downturns. And the basic economics that say the individual hotels are going to be very hungry for 
demand because they'll be operating, and there's a huge difference to them, whether they're 
operating at a 40% occupancy or a 60% occupancy. And so they will naturally turn to us as well as 
the OTAs to help fill the rooms. And as they are willing to pay more in a marketing way, that ends 
up coming back directly to us or through the OTA channel. If they're making more money then 
they're willing to spend more on various channels. More succinctly, I'm drawing on past 
experience in this case. Demand …  hasn't really come back yet in a way that allows me to have 
evidence to prove it one way or the other. But we certainly think it's a very reasonable thesis 
based upon history. [Stephen Kaufer] 

 
• TripAdvisor:   We’re looking at opportunities not so much from the perspective of Instant 

Booking, but really more from a reinventing the experience of a traveler coming to TripAdvisor to 
plan that important trip…, so that we're not a stop along the way for planning a trip, but we're the 
travel hub where someone is starting, however they found us, but with so much wonderful 
functionality designed around completing that entire trip that they keep coming back and back.. 
[T]o be fair, that's coming at the expense of some of the other things that we had been doing for a 
couple of decades in terms of making the hotel shopping path as smooth and frictionless as 
possible or making sure we had all the perfect payment types in all the different markets that we 
were supporting. [A]t the end of the day, our total unique users per month might go down, but 
the repeat rate goes way up because we've found the set of audience that is entirely - that loves 
being dependent upon TripAdvisor for the whole experience versus using us for a point task. And 
that's not a  one quarter or a two quarter journey. But that is, I'd say, the biggest way that we 
think this pandemic will contribute to reinventing TripAdvisor. [Stephen Kaufer] 

 
• Amadeus:  In the first quarter of 2020, our free cash flow generation amounted to €290 million, 

an increase of 3% relative to the same period of 2019. [H]ospitality revenue increased over the 
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first three months of 2020, delivering double-digit growth until February. In terms of continuing 
with our projects, the situation in our case could be an opportunity because some of the 
companies are really thinking about the way they handle, how they can variabilize their costs, if 
they need to do internally. [W]e see opportunities to really get into different areas of the 
business, both with airlines and with the rest of the travel industry. [W]e are debating, again, 
opportunities for our future to really prepare the company when the rebound will come, that I’m 
convinced it will come. We continue to develop our functionalities in the area of hotel because we 
have customer commitments. We keep moving and evolving our core technology with the 
objective to really move to the cloud at one point. In the area of merchandising and NDC, again, 
we continue talking to customers. In the hospitality industry, we have some of the revenues that 
are not coming from [transactions] and in this situation is helping us. This business, as we have 
reported last year and this year, we were very pleased. [Luis Maroto] 

 
• Amadeus: [Also,] we invest in solutions for corporations and in working with the TMCs to provide 

better tools in managing the corporate travel. There has also been a consolidation during the last 
years many of small TMCs have been acquired by bigger group, so we could expect that this 
consolidation will continue, that the automation and the need to provide better solutions to the 
corporates will continue, but again the business travel will be here and will recover at one point. 
And the TMCs are well positioned to really be the one serving their customers. And we will 
continue working with them with the corporates to provide the right tools and right solutions.  I 
am personally having a lot of conversations [in regard to gaining GDS share with sole sourcing 
GDS, higher incentive fees, etc.]. [Luis Maroto] 

 
• Amadeus:  Cost of revenue declined by 42.3% in the quarter mainly as a result of the decline in 

bookings volumes partially offset by an increase in variable costs from our hospitality business, 
which have had a positive performance in the period. In the first quarter of 2020, our investment 
in R&D increased by 3% up to €254 million. R&D investment growth accelerated versus the 
previous period. As a percentage of revenue, R&D investments represents 24.8% higher than the 
previous year due to the combined effect of our contained R&D investment and our revenue 
decline reported in this first quarter. [W]e’ve shifted resources from longer-term projects to the 
ones that are producing more revenues…. [Ana de Pro] 

 
Loyalty Rates: 
 

• Expedia: [H]otels very often may not have all their rates in every place. They may think they have 
a deal on offer, but it’s only in one place or they may have a deal on offer somewhere that gets 
into the wild and is offered in places they didn’t intend it to. So if they have some rates for loyalty 
or something else where we are not participating, those are all opportunities. [Peter Kern] 

	


